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Abstract
Deep learning based approaches have achieved sig-
nificant progresses in different tasks like classifica-
tion, detection, segmentation, and so on. Ensem-
ble learning is widely known to further improve
performance by combining multiple complemen-
tary models. It is easy to apply ensemble learn-
ing for classification tasks, for example, based on
averaging, voting, or other methods. However,
for other tasks (like object detection) where the
outputs are varying in quantity and unable to be
simply compared, the ensemble of multiple mod-
els become difficult. In this paper, we propose
a new method called Predictive Ensemble Learn-
ing (PEL), based on powerful predictive ability of
deep neural networks, to directly predict the best
performing model among a pool of base models
for each test example, thus transforming ensemble
learning to a traditional classification task. Taking
scene text detection as the application, where no
suitable ensemble learning strategy exists, PEL can
significantly improve the performance, compared
to either individual state-of-the-art models, or the
fusion of multiple models by non-maximum sup-
pression. Experimental results show the possibility
and potential of PEL in predicting different mod-
els’ performance based only on a query example,
which can be extended for ensemble learning in
many other complex tasks.
1 Introduction
Nowadays, deep learning has became the dominant solution
for many different tasks, from the traditional pattern recogni-
tion (or classification) task to more complicated tasks like ob-
ject detection, image segmentation, speech recognition, ma-
chine translation, visual question answering, and so on. In
classification task, the output is usually a fixed-length prob-
abilities representing the belongings to different classes, and
therefore, combining the predictions from multiple models is
easy and straightforward. However, in other tasks where mul-
tiple outputs are not easily-comparable (like bounding boxes)
or even not well-aligned (like variable-length sequences in
speech or language tasks), the combination becomes difficult,
and this is the reason why there is rare research on multi-
model combination in these complex tasks.
Ensemble learning is a widely-studied topic in literature,
and most researches are focused on classification tasks, with
many famous strategies like bagging [Breiman, 1996], boost-
ing [Freund and Schapire, 1997], error-correcting output cod-
ing [Dietterich and Bakiri, 1994], and so on. Moreover, there
are many efficient and effective approaches to combine classi-
fication posterior probabilities for ensemble-based decision-
making [Xu et al., 1992]: from the simple averaging and ma-
jority voting based approaches, to more advanced methods
like belief integration based on Bayesian formula, decision
fusion with Dempster-Shafer theory, and so on.
However, for other tasks which are more complicated
than classification, it is hard to apply ensemble learning di-
rectly. For example, in speech and language domains like
speech recognition and machine translation, different models
will output different textual sequences with variable lengths,
therefore, it is hard to combine them. To deal with this, one
solution is the combination at frame-level [Chebotar and Wa-
ters, 2016] by taking a weighted average of different mod-
els’ state posteriors, which requires time-synchronous pre-
dictions for different models. To make ensemble at final-
result level, like combining “she went school” and “she was
at school”, more complicated strategies should be consid-
ered, like the sentence-level, phrase-level, word-level com-
binations [Rosti et al., 2007], where the alignment of differ-
ent hypotheses [Ayan et al., 2008] is important. Moreover,
joint evaluation of several models is usually time-consuming,
and distilling multiple models into a single student model is
a widely-used strategy [Chebotar and Waters, 2016].
In another task of object detection which outputs a lot
of bounding boxes for an input image, the ensemble learn-
ing is also difficult. First, it is usual that different models
will predict different number of bounding boxes, and second,
how to effectively compare and merge multiple boxes is also
not clear. A simple solution is directly putting all bounding
boxes from different models together, and then applying non-
maximum suppression (NMS) [Neubeck and Gool, 2006] to
reduce redundancy. However, the number of false detection
may increase significantly and result in unexpected downhill
performance. Since it is hard to find effective ensemble strate-
gies for detection, many researches have made attempts from
other perspectives. The detector ensemble [Dai et al., 2007]
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Figure 1: An illustration of predictive ensemble learning (PEL).
seeks a hierarchical group of part and substructure detectors
to build final detection. The rank of experts [Bae et al., 2017]
selects detectors with high precision among trained detectors
for each class to build class-wise ensemble. [Malisiewicz
et al., 2011] applies ensemble of exemplar-SVMs for object
detection. [Wei et al., 2018] proposes fusing multiple de-
tection results using measure of agreement and axis-aligned
bounding box fuzzy integral. However, a simple and effective
method for ensemble of detection models is still lacking.
In this paper, we propose a new approach named predic-
tive ensemble learning (PEL) to handle these difficulties. The
basic motivation is simple and straightforward:
Using powerful prediction ability of deep neural
networks as the selector, to predict the index of
the best performing model, among a pool of base
models, based only on the query example itself,
and thus transforming ensemble learning to a tra-
ditional classification task.
The rationale of PEL is that: although models in the pool
are complementary, not every base model can serve as ex-
pert in dealing with all samples, and hence PEL is to measure
the matching degree between sample and model, and then let
each base model perform its own adept job. The advantages
of PEL are obvious. First, it avoids the difficulties on com-
bining complex outputs as described above, since example-
specific selection of a single best model is performed, and
only the result of the selected model is used. Moreover, it
also avoids joint evaluation of all models, because only two
models (the selector plus the selected model) need to be tested
for each evaluation, which will significantly improve compu-
tational speed. Ideally, PEL is a general method and can be
used for different tasks with task-specific criteria on defining
the best performing model (like precision, recall, F-measure,
BLUE, and so on). The only concern is actually on the ac-
curacy of the selector in PEL, which has high impacts on the
final performance. Since deep neural network performs really
good at classification, this is hoped to work well.
A similar idea previously studied in literature is dynamic
classifier selection (DCS) [Woods et al., 1997], by estimat-
ing each classifier’s accuracy in local regions of feature space
surrounding an unknown test sample and then using the de-
cision of the most locally accurate classifier. The classi-
fiers are selected on the fly, according to each query sample
to be classified. DCS works by accessing the competence
level of each base classifier, and only the most competent one
would be selected to predict the label of a specific new sam-
ple. Researches on DCS have been conducted from both the-
ory [Kuncheva, 2002] and practice [Ferna´ndez et al., 2014].
However, most of them are focused on traditional methods
(with feature extraction and classifier design) and only ap-
plied to classification ensemble. In this paper, we focus on
end-to-end deep neural networks which should work better,
and consider more complicated ensemble tasks.
To evaluate the effectiveness of PEL, we take scene text de-
tection as an application case, because no suitable ensemble
learning method exists, but meanwhile, a branch of diverse
models have been proposed in this field, like CTPN [Tian et
al., 2016], EAST [Zhou et al., 2017], PixelLink [Deng et al.,
2018], Mask TextSpotter [Lyu et al., 2018a], and so on. Ex-
tracting text from scene image provides additional significant
information, benefiting a wide range of applications. How-
ever, scene texts usually have complex backgrounds and ap-
pear with various shapes, sizes, fonts, colors, aspect ratios,
orientations, and so on. It is quite difficult to build a sin-
gle expert model for covering all these situations. Particu-
larly, some approaches may master detecting small compact
text instance, while some methods do well in long text-line,
and other works are more suitable for detecting irregular text
regions. Therefore, PEL can gather the advantages of each
method, enhancing the overall performance of scene text de-
tection. Experimental results on several benchmarks of IC-
DAR 2013, ICDAR 2015 and SCUT-FORU have shown the
effectiveness and potential of PEL.
2 Predictive Ensemble Learning
In this section, we describe the general framework of predic-
tive ensemble learning (PEL), which is illustrated in Fig. 1,
and includes four steps as follows.
Base Model Training. In deep learning era, it is frequent
to see different models with incremental improvements be-
ing gradually proposed for a particular task. Normally, the
latest proposed model usually reports highest performance.
However, it is unwise to ignore previously proposed models,
because different models are usually complementary to each
other, due to their diversities as shown in Fig. 1a. The first
and most important diversity is coming from the network ar-
chitectures and training objectives, which are usually viewed
as the main contribution when evaluating a new work. The
randomness is widely-used in deep learning to improve gen-
eralization performance such as dropout, data augmentation,
and so on. This will also increase the diversity among models.
At last, even for the same task, there are always multiple re-
leased datasets collected with different conditions, and train-
ing with different datasets provides the most straightforward
diversity among models.
Evaluation. After obtaining the base models, the second
step is the evaluation of their performance. As shown in
Fig. 1b, for each training sample, all the models are ranked
according to a particular task-specific measurement or scor-
ing function, and then the index of the best-performed (top
ranked) model is chosen as the label for this sample. Since
this is a sample-level model selection, it is often that several
models getting the same score for a particular sample. In this
case, the indexes of multiple models are assigned simultane-
ously to this sample, resulting in a multi-label problem. After
evaluation, we actually get a new classification dataset, which
is then used to train the selector.
Selector Training. Actually, there are multiple choices for
defining the selector, for example, using a learning-to-rank
model to predict the orders of different models. However,
since classification task is easier to train and deep neural net-
works are good experts at classification, we define the selector
as a deep neural network based classifier as shown in Fig. 1c.
The training of the selector depends on previous collected
dataset in Fig. 1b, for example, softmax-criteria can be used
for single-label dataset, while the one-vs-all training and sig-
moidal activation are more suitable for multi-label prediction.
Fig. 2 shows the selector in the scene text detection task,
which should partition images into different model cate-
gories. The classification task here is actually not intuitive
compared with other classification tasks where human are
usually experts. It is hard to judge how the classification is
performed and which features are critical. However, with
large enough data, we can handle this using end-to-end deep
neural networks. Since classification is a well-studied topic in
deep learning, many strategies can be used to pursue as high
precision as possible for the selector.
Two-stage Test. The test phase of PEL, as illustrated in
Fig. 1d, contains two stages: the model selection stage and
the selected model execution stage. In the first stage, for each
query sample, we always predict a single index with highest
score given by the selector, no matter the selector is trained
with single-label or multi-label datasets. In the second stage,
the selected model is then evaluated on the same query sam-
ple to obtain final result.
Since only a single sample-specific selected model is used
in testing, we need not to care about the particular forms of
the model outputs, which may be difficult to combine when
multiple results exist. In other words, for PEL, the task-
specific models can be viewed as black-boxes. Only the pro-
tocol on evaluating model performance are required (Fig. 1b),
Model A
Model B
Model C
Figure 2: The model selection task for scene text detection.
for transforming the ensemble problem to a classification task
of selector training (Fig. 1c). Another advantage of the two-
stage test is to avoid the evaluation of all base models, which
will reduce a lot of computational burdens, especially consid-
ering that deep learning models are usually time-consuming
and resource-hungry.
3 PEL for Scene Text Detection
In this section, we apply PEL for a particular task of scene
text detection, where many different models have been pro-
posed, but no suitable ensemble learning strategy exists.
3.1 Brief Review of Scene Text Detection Models
In recent years, deep learning based algorithms become
the mainstream in text detection. Connectionist text pro-
posal network (CTPN) [Tian et al., 2016] employs a ver-
tical anchor mechanism to predict a sequence of fine-scale
text components to be connected through heuristic rules.
TextBoxes [Liao et al., 2017] follows the standard object de-
tection network of SSD [Liu et al., 2016] and adopts anchors
of large aspect ratio and irregular shape to fit oriented scene
text line. EAST [Zhou et al., 2017] integrates all feature
maps together by a U-Net [Olaf et al., 2015] structure and
performs dense predictions by directly regressing the bound-
ary offsets from a given point. Rotation region proposal net-
work (RRPN) [Ma et al., 2018] draws inspiration from stan-
dard Faster R-CNN [Ren et al., 2015] and adds rotation to
anchors and RoIPooling. SegLink [Shi et al., 2017] and Pix-
elLink [Deng et al., 2018] detect text segments and then link
them into complete text instances by link predictions. Cor-
ner localization methods [Lyu et al., 2018b] learns to de-
tect the corner of text instance, and groups the corners into
the text instance by their relative position. Mask TexstSpot-
ter [Lyu et al., 2018a] proposes a modification of Mask R-
CNN [He et al., 2017a] to produce the existence and loca-
tions for each single character. Feature enhancement network
(FEN) [Zhang et al., 2018] designs the network with a fu-
sion of different level semantic information, enhancing the
text feature for region proposal.
3.2 Evaluation Measurement
A key step in PEL is the model evaluation to prepare dataset
for selector training (Fig. 1b). Multiple strategies can be used
to represent a text region like bounding box, rotated rectangle,
quadrangle, and even irregular shape. In text detection, due
to the diversity of models, different model usually outputs
different number of detected regions.
Suppose a particular model predicts Ndet text regions
{d1, d2, . . . , dNdet} for a image, while the ground truth of this
image contains Ngt text regions {g1, g2, . . . , gNgt}. We can
match every predicted text region to each ground truth with
the intersection-over-union (IOU) between them:
IOU(di, gj) =
|di ∩ gj |
|di ∪ gj | , (1)
where | · | denotes the area of the polygon. By setting a pre-
defined threshold τ (generally 0.5), we can define a specific
detection result di to be matched or not by:
Matched: ∃j : IOU(di, gj) > τ, (2)
Not matched: ∀j : IOU(di, gj) ≤ τ. (3)
In this way, we can count how many predicted results are
matched to the ground truth, and this number is denoted as
Nmatch. Since there may exist duplicated or missed detec-
tion, two measurements should be used: the precision (P )
and recall (R):
P = Nmatch/Ndet, (4)
R = Nmatch/Ngt. (5)
To fuse these measurements into a single one, the F-score (F )
is widely-used [Wang et al., 2011] as the final measurement:
F =
2× P ×R
P +R
. (6)
For each training sample x, there are K models resulting in
K scores {F 1, F 2, . . . , FK}. We use a label vector y =
{y1, y2, . . . , yK} to denote a model should be selected or not:
yi =
{
1, F i = maxKj=1 F
j and F i 6= 0,
0, Otherwise.
(7)
Only the models who get the highest evaluation score will be
set as positive. When multiple models having the same high-
est F-score on a particular sample, we will assign all these
models as positive, resulting in multiple labels for this sam-
ple. Moreover, in some particular conditions, a sample may
have no best model, for example F i = 0,∀i which means
none of those base models can handle well on this sample. In
this case, all labels are set to zero yi = 0,∀i denoting that
this is a negative example for all the models.
3.3 Selector Network
Another important step in PEL is the training of the selec-
tor (Fig. 1c). When using deep learning for computer vision,
VGGNet is widely chosen as backbone, we hence apply the
VGG16 pre-trained on ImageNet as the feature extractor, and
then add some particular fully-connected layers specialized
for our task. The whole network is then re-trained on our
model selection dataset prepared in above section.
Since a multi-label classification task is considered, we use
sigmoid (other than softmax) activation function in the last
output layer. The number of neuron in last layer is equal to
the number of base detectors K. Therefore, for each input
image, the network will output K scores between 0 and 1,
representing the possibility that a model should be selected
or not. To efficiently and effectively train this network, we
adopt a class-balanced binary cross-entropy loss [Xie and Tu,
2015]. The total loss can be formulated as the summation
of all category-specific losses: L =
∑K
i=1 Li where Li is
category-specific cross-entropy loss:
Li = −βY ∗ log Y − (1− β)(1− Y ∗) log(1− Y ), (8)
and Y ∗ ∈ {0, 1} is the ground truth and Y ∈ [0, 1] is the
prediction of VGG16, for a specific output neuron. For some
base models, there may be a huge gap between the number
of positive and negative samples. Therefore, the parameter
β named positive weight [Zhou et al., 2017] is essential to
balance the positive and negative samples, given by:
β = 1−
∑
y∈Y ∗ y
|Y ∗| . (9)
Actually, this can be viewed from the one-vs-all training
perspective, where multiple binary classification tasks (a sam-
ple is positive or negative for a model) are trained for each
model to select samples. However, these binary tasks are not
independent because the same feature representation network
are shared between them. This is a simple and effective ap-
proach for multi-label training. In the test phase, to avoid the
difficulty on combining models, only a single model is pre-
dicted from the selector, whose details and advantages have
been clarified in Section 2.
4 Experiments
4.1 Base Detectors
There are many methods in text detection as described in Sec-
tion 3.1. In our experiments, we choose three state-of-the-art
methods for PEL, due to their good performance and also be-
ing quite unlike from each other. Single Shot Text Detector
(SSTD) [He et al., 2017b] presents a text anchor-based detec-
tor methods that outputs word-level results in single-shot with
a text attention module and a hierarchical inception module,
which works well on multi-orientation text detection. Pix-
elLink [Deng et al., 2018] is based on the idea of instance
segmentation by pixel-wise link prediction to learn the re-
lationship between two adjacent pixels, which can achieve
state-of-the-art results with less data and fewer iterations
compared with regression-based methods. Mask TextSpot-
ter [Lyu et al., 2018a] modifies the Mask R-CNN framework
to acquire precise text detection and recognition via seman-
tic segmentation, which gets impressive performance in han-
dling text instances of arbitrary shape such as curved text.
The reason on choosing these three models is two-fold.
First, they are driven from different perspectives on text de-
tection and therefore contain great diversities among them.
Second, their performance on text detection are representa-
tive and also comparable. Adding more models in PEL will
increase the difficultly of selector training, due to the unbal-
ance problem caused by some low-performance models that
almost never been labeled as positive, and also the confusion
and redundancy from similar models.
Method ICDAR 2013 ICDAR 2015 SCUT-FORUPrecision Recall F-score Precision Recall F-score Precision Recall F-score
SSTD [2017b] 89 86 88 80 73 77 75.6 90.9 82.5
PixelLink [2018] 86.4 83.6 84.5 85.5 82.0 83.7 53.9 77.1 63.4
Mask TextSpotter [2018a] 94.1 88.1 91.0 85.8 81.2 83.4 59.7 96.0 73.6
NMS 76.7 89.7 82.7 57.9 82.3 68.0 50.0 94.2 65.3
Proposed Method 94.5 89.6 92.0 86.5 84.5 85.5 75.7 92.4 83.2
Table 1: Comparisons with base detectors on ICDAR 2013, ICDAR 2015 and SCUT-FORU.
Method Precision Recall F-score
CTPN [2016] 93 83 88
SSTD [2017b] 89 86 88
EAST [2017] 92.6 82.7 87.4
SegLink [2017] 87.7 83.0 85.3
TextBox++ [2018] 89 83 86
PixelLink [2018] 86.4 83.6 84.5
Mask TextSpotter [2018a] 84.1 88.1 91.0
FEN [2018] 93.9 89.7 91.8
Proposed Method 94.5 89.6 92.0
Table 2: State-of-the-art results on ICDAR 2013. All methods are
evaluated under the “DetEval” protocol with a single scale.
4.2 Benchmark Datasets
Three benchmark datasets are used in our experiments:
ICDAR 2013: Focused scene text dataset in challenge 2 of
the ICDAR 2013 robust reading competition, composed 229
training images and 233 testing images in different resolu-
tions. The text instances are horizontal or nearly horizontal,
annotated as rectangle in word.
ICDAR 2015: Incidental text dataset in challenge 4 of the
ICDAR 2015 robust reading competition, including 1500 pic-
tures (1000 training and 500 test) captured by Google glasses
with relatively low resolutions and multi-oriented texts. All
text regions are annotated with word-level quadrangles by 8
coordinates of four clock-wise corners.
SCUT-FORU: OCR universal dataset collected from
Flickr and released by South China University of Technology,
containing two parts: English2k and Chinese2k. We employ
the English2k word-level detection subset composed of 1200
images for training and 515 for testing, respectively. Only lo-
calization annotation of words are used in our training stage.
4.3 Implementation Details
The optimization used in experiments is mini-batch stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) by back-propagation with a momen-
tum of 0.9 and a weight decay of 0.0005. The input image
used for selector training is reshaped with size 512 × 512.
The mini-batch size is 16. The initial learning rate in SGD is
10−3, it is decayed by a weight of 0.1 for every 20 epochs,
and finally stops at 10−6.
Data augmentation is used in our training. First, training
images are rotated in range [-15, 15] degrees randomly. And
then, subimages are randomly cropped from the rotated im-
ages. During cropping, we ensure none of the text regions
would be truncated. The ratio of crop is ranging from 0.1 to
Method Precision Recall F-score
CTPN [2016] 74 52 61
SSTD [2017b] 80 73 77
EAST [2017] 83.6 73.5 78.2
SegLink [2017] 73.1 76.8 75.0
PixelLink [2018] 85.5 82.0 83.7
Lyu et al. [2018b] 94.1 70.7 80.7
Mask TextSpotter [2018a] 85.8 81.2 83.4
TextSnake [2018] 84.9 80.4 82.6
Proposed Method 86.5 84.5 85.5
Table 3: State-of-the-art results on ICDAR 2015.
1, and the aspect ratios range from 0.5 to 2. Some other aug-
mentation tricks, such as randomly modifying the brightness,
contrast, are also used.
Randomly masking, an online data augmentation strategy,
is also adopted in the training stage of our method, in order
to learn the detail information from each text region in scene
text images. There may be several text regions in a training
sample, but only part of them play a decisive role in decid-
ing whether the base detectors are suitable or not. The text
regions in a training sample are randomly labeled as “do not
care” with a probability of pmask, so it would be masked in
the input image, and pmask decreases as training goes on.
At last, we adopt online hard example mining to better dis-
tinguish some hard patterns, by sorting the losses in a mini-
batch and selecting the highest 1/2 of batch size samples.
4.4 Comparison with Base Detectors
By predicting and then executing a sample-specific best-
performed model, the performance of PEL should be better
than each individual base models, because each model only
has its own specific skilled scenario, while PEL can dynam-
ically select from and combine them. The comparisons of
PEL with the base detectors on three benchmark datasets are
shown in Table 1. It is shown that the proposed method con-
sistently outperforms each single model under all considered
measurements, indicating the effectiveness of PEL in com-
bining multiple detection models.
4.5 Comparison with State-of-the-art
Although PEL is learned with the ensemble of three base
models in our experiment, we show that it can also outper-
form many other state-of-the-art models which have not been
selected into the pool of base models. As shown in Table 2,
our method reaches 0.92 in F-score, slightly higher than the
best method FEN which is not used in PEL. As for ICDAR
(a) PEL (e)  NMS(b) Mask TextSpotter (d) SSTD(c) PixelLink
Figure 3: The comparison of PEL and NMS. The selected model in PEL is framed with red rectangle.
Method PEL Oracle
ICDAR 2013 92.0 93.8
ICDAR 2015 85.5 90.7
SCUT-FORU 83.2 84.5
Selector (train/test) 96.4% / 80.6% 100% / 100%
Table 4: The comparison of PEL and the Oracle on three datasets.
2015, our method achieve much better results than all state-
of-the-art methods as shown in Table. 3.
4.6 Comparison with NMS
As discussed before, a straightforward method for combin-
ing multiple detection result is the non-maximum suppression
(NMS), whose results are also shown in Table 1. The per-
formance of NMS is far below our method and even worse
than some base detectors. We illustrate the working process
of PEL and NMS in Fig. 3. By selecting a best-performed
model from several models, PEL can better use the special
skills of individual models to make clear prediction. Con-
trarily, although NMS can also fuse the results of multiple
models, it is not directly connected to the final measurement
(Section 3.2), and therefore, will produce redundant and false
detection.
4.7 Comparison with Oracle
The most important issue in PEL is the classification accuracy
of the selector in PEL. Normally, the higher the accuracy, the
better the final ensemble performance. The accuracy of the
selector is 96.4% for training and 80.6% for test as shown in
Table 4. If a perfect selector (100% accuracy) exists, i.e., the
Oracle [Woods et al., 1997], we can guess the upper bound on
the performance of PEL. As shown in Table 4, we are actually
far from the limitations, indicating that more efforts would be
paid on the selector training of PEL, for example, using more
advanced architecture and training strategies.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed and verified the Predictive Ensem-
ble Learning (PEL) for tasks which have difficulties in apply-
ing ensemble learning by conventional techniques. The main
idea is to use a deep neural network classifier for dynami-
cally predicting the most-fitted model from a pool of models
for each test example. The application of PEL on scene text
detection has demonstrated its advantage and potential which
outperforms both individual state-of-the-art models and the
combination through NMS. The proposed PEL can well han-
dle the fusion of models which have variable, miss-aligned,
or hard-to-compare outputs, and meanwhile, PEL will greatly
improve the efficiency of multi-model joint evaluation. In fu-
ture, we will continue to apply PEL on other tasks like speech
and language domains, by using other models like recurrent
networks as the selector. Although being simple and straight-
forward, it is our hope that PEL will be widely applied and
further studied.
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